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Wireless Timing System Overview
The Race America T-Link Wireless Timing System has been selected for use in the PHA Hillclimb series.
This system includes a set of start and a set of finish sensors, a Timing Computer that runs the AXWare
timing software and three Race America T-Link units. The diagram below shows a typical configuration.

The three T-Link units are the heart of the wireless system. Each unit has a specialized purpose, and is
clearly marked on the bottom with a letter to identify its function – A, B or Z. The A T-Link unit manages
the start sensors, the B T-Link unit manages the finish sensors, and the Z T-Link unit acts as a gobetween for the A and B units and the Timing Computer.
When the start sensor is tripped, the A unit transmits a start timestamp to the Z unit. When the finish
sensor is tripped, the B unit transmits a finish timestamp to the Z unit. The Z unit passes the start and
finish timestamps to the Timing Computer (running the AXWare Software) as it receives them, and Timing
Computer / Software keeps track of which car to apply the times to.
The Z unit communicates over 900 MHz to the A and B units, and over hardwire to the PC. 1 PHA is
using the extended range T-Link units, which transmit at 1 Watt. If the distance between units is more
than a few hundred feet, higher gain 12 or 14 dBi Yagi antennas are used to increase signal strength.
Short distance communication is accomplished with an omni-directional “rubber duckie” antenna.
There must be a clear line of site (or close to it) between the antennas for the Z unit to communicate with
the A and B units. While the antennas can be elevated to achieve better line of site, the geography of the
site must also be taken into account. In other words, the antennas cannot be positioned on opposites
sides of the mountain from each other unless they can be elevated high enough to clear the ridge.
Note that 100% signal strength is not required, and a brief loss of signal is acceptable. If communication
between the A or B and Z unit is interrupted momentarily, the unit will retransmit the start or finish
timestamp for up to 10 seconds. Because the units are transmitting the actual times that the start or
finish event occurred, the timing data is still 100% accurate even if the A or B unit needs to re-transmit
several times before the Z unit acknowledges the event.

1

We also have a wireless option for the Z T-Link to Timing PC connection that operates at 2.4 GHz; this option is used to eliminate
long cable runs and/or overhead road crossings to the computer where possible. Since line of site is also needed for these wireless
units, they cannot always completely eliminate requirements for cabling.
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Installation Overview
Most of the installation tasks can be performed the day before the event, but some equipment must be
installed at the beginning of each event day, and removed at the end of the day. Note – Appendix A
contains information on antenna positions, cabling and other site specific details for each event site.

On the day before the event
On the day before the event, the antenna masts, antennas and long cable runs are installed and tested.
These items are left in place for the entire event. Antenna and cable setup can be done at the same time,
but testing needs to wait until both are complete.
•
•
•

Number of workers: 4-5 people to raise the antenna mast, 1-2 people to test. If cable runs are
required (i.e., Duryea and Pagoda), 1-2 additional workers to run the cables.
Time: 1-2 hours to raise masts (full worker crew), 1-2 hours to test (reduced crew); 1-2 hours to
run cable (if needed). Some tasks can be performed simultaneously – for example, cable can be
run at the same time the masts are set up. Time is reduced with an experienced crew.
Additional Equipment: A pickup truck or other vehicle is needed to transport equipment to the
start and finish lines. A 6 foot step ladder is needed to raise the antenna masts.

Set up and position the antennas – for most sites, antenna masts are raised for the B and Z T-Link
Units only. However, Pagoda and Duryea also require elevation of the A T-Link antenna.
To raise the antenna masts:
• Attach the antenna to the mast, connect the antenna cable and tie on 2 sets of 3 or 4 guy lines.
• Place the mast base in position, level it and stake it down.
• Insert the mast into the base and tighten the wing nuts.
• Raise the mast by standing on the step ladder, and raising each section. Tape the antenna cable
to the mast at intervals. Note – a person must man each set of guy lines to keep the mast upright
while it is being raised.
• Once the mast is raised, stake down the guy lines, adjusting tension until the mast is straight.
• Loosen the base wing nuts, align the antenna by rotating it in the base to the appropriate
compass course, and retighten the base wing nuts.
Once all antenna masts are raised, verify antenna positioning using AXWare and the Timing Computer.
Run the cable – Cable runs are needed when (a) the distance from the A T-Link unit to the start line is
greater than 100 feet, (b) the distance from the B T-Link unit to the finish line is greater than 100 feet,
and/or (c) the distance from the Z T-Link unit to the Timing Computer station is greater than 100 feet and
wireless RS232 transmitters cannot be used. Currently, cable runs are only required for the Pagoda and
Duryea events.
Test – To perform a complete system test, install all of the components needed for the connections,
including timing sensors. Test the Z T-Link unit, and then the A and B units with the Z unit still in place.
• Z T-Link to Timing PC: To test, connect the Timing Computer to the Z T-Link Unit, run AXWare
and make sure the Timing Computer can talk to the Z T-Link unit
• A T-Link unit to start sensor: Only needed if long cable run used for A T-Link to start line. To
test, run AXWare and make sure start events are received when the sensor is tripped.
• B T-Link unit to finish sensor: Only needed if long cable run used for B T-Link to finish line. To
test, run AXWare and make sure finish events are received when the sensor is tripped.
When testing is complete, remove all components except the antennas,masts and long cables.
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On each day of the event
On each day of the event, electronic components such as T Link Units, wireless RS232 units and
sensors/emitters as well as short cables, etc, are set up before the start of the event, and removed at the
end of the day. The T-Link and wireless RS232 units (if needed) are recharged at the end of each day.
•
•

Number of workers: 1-2 people.
Time: Approximately 60 minutes before and 30 minutes after each event day

Before the event starts each day, set up the T-Link units, the sensor/emitters and any components
needed to complete the connections. Use the rain boxes for all items that are not waterproof. Work with
the Chief of Timing to connect the Z T-Link to the Timing Computer and test the system.
At the end of the day, remove T-Link Units, sensor/emitters and other items installed at the beginning of
the day (cables, rain boxes, etc.). Recharge the T-Link Units and Wireless RS232 units (if used).

At the end of the event
At the end of the last day of the event, the equipment is taken down, packed and stored away.
•
•
•

Number of Workers: 4 minimum for each antenna mast, 1-2 workers to wind up cable (if any),
which can be done in parallel with antenna mast dismantling
Time: 45 minutes
Additional Equipment: A 6 foot step ladder is needed to lower the antenna masts.

Power off all electronic equipment. Roll up the cable, if any. Take down antenna masts and bases, and
remove the antennas, disconnecting the antenna cables. Disconnect the T-Link units and other
components and pack up the equipment. Note - some of the equipment is very fragile, and some of the
pieces are small, so care must be taken during teardown not to break or lose any of the components.

When the event is over
Some additional tasks are needed after the event is over and before the next event:
•
•

Recharge the T-Link Units and Wireless RS232 Unit batteries (if used)
Replace any broken items

Note that if event teardown occurred under less than ideal conditions – for example, a rain storm – some
of the equipment may need to be cleaned and/or dried so that it is usable for the next event.
In addition, arrangements need to be made to transport the equipment to the next event early enough for
the pre-installation tasks to perform, preferably no later than 9:00 AM Friday before the event.
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Pre Event Setup – Installation Details
IMPORTANT: Supplying power to a T-Link Unit without an installed antenna can severely damage the
unit. Do not power on a T-Link Unit without first connecting the antenna. Do not disconnect the antenna
from the T-Link Unit when the power is on.

Positioning the Antennas
In most cases, we use a Yagi antenna with the B and Z T-Link units and an Omni “Rubber Duckie”
antenna with the A T-Link unit. However, if all 3 units can be positioned close to each other, we may use
Omni antennas exclusively. Site specific installation requirements are detailed in Appendix A.
STEP 1: Set up B T-Link antenna and unit
If using a Yagi Antenna: Raise the mast (see Appendix C) in the location and direction listed for site
in Appendix A, and connect the antenna cable to B T-Link Unit using the N to RP-SMA adapter.
If using an Omni “Rubber Duckie” antenna: Screw the Omni antenna into the B T-Link Unit and
position B T-link in the location indicated for site in Appendix A.
Once the antenna is connected to the B T-Link unit, power it on.
STEP 2: Set up Z T-Link antenna and unit
If using a Yagi Antenna: Raise the mast (see Appendix C) in the location and direction listed for site
in Appendix A, and connect the antenna cable to Z T-Link Unit using the N to RP-SMA adapter.
If using an Omni “Rubber Duckie” antenna: Screw the Omni antenna into the Z T-Link Unit and
position Z T-link in the location indicated for site in Appendix A.
Once the antenna is connected to the Z T-Link unit, power it on.
STEP 3: Fine tune B and Z unit antenna positions
The 12 dBi Yagi Antennas have a beam width of 43 degrees, but signal strength drops off rapidly
beyond 20 degrees. The beam pattern of the antennas is as follows:

While the beam width is not extremely narrow, the antennas still should be pointed directly at each
other in both the horizontal and vertical planes. So, once the antennas are set up and roughly
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aligned using compass course, fine tuning is needed to find the center of the beam pattern – the
place where the signal strength is highest.
In an ideal world, we will have 100% signal strength for both T-Link units, but this is not always
possible. In general, the signal strength needs to be consistently greater than 50 or 60%. See the
site specific installation details in Appendix A for the signal strength achieved at previous events.
Rough Check – The LEDs on the T-Link units can be used for a rough check of signal strength. The
middle LED on the T-Link Unit will flash when signal is detected. This LED flashes more rapidly as
signal strength increases. However, it is often hard to see, especially in bright sunlight.
Final Check – For a more accurate reading of signal strength, use the signal strength indicator that is
built into the AXWare software (which runs on the Timing Computer). To do this:
•
•
•
•

Connect the Z T-Link Unit to the Timing Computer
Power on the Timing Computer and start the AXWare Application.
Open the Test Setup file, which is located in the <TBD> folder – use “Test Setup2011.ecf” for
all events but Jefferson, and use “Test Setup Single Timer.ecf” for Jefferson.
Start Timing Mode – the signal strength window is displayed

NOTE: Detailed instructions on starting and using the AXWare Application for testing signal
strength are provided in Appendix B.
NOTE: If you are checking signal strength between the Z T-Link Unit and the A T-Link Unit, and
no Timing Sensors are installed, the A T-Link unit will generate false starts about every 5 seconds
once Timing Mode is started.
The process to fine tune the antenna position depends on the type of antennas:
If tuning two Yagi Antennas:
Work with one antenna at a time. Keep one antenna in the same position, and rotate the other
antenna a few degrees to the left, hold for a 30 – 60 seconds, rotate a few more degrees to the
left, etc., until you see a noticeable change in signal strength. Repeat to the right, and place the
antenna in the center of the two locations.
Repeat this process with the other antenna.
Note that this process may need to be repeated several times at each antenna.
If tuning one Yagi and one Omni “Rubber Duckie” antenna:
To tune the Omni antenna position, experiment with heights and positions until you find the
maximum signal strength. We do have a 20’ extension cable available to raise the Omni antenna
if necessary.
If tuning two Omni “Rubber Duckie” antennas:
Position the units to find the maximum signal strength.
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STEP 4: Set up A (start line) T-Link antenna and unit
If using a Yagi Antenna: Raise the mast (see Appendix C) in the location and direction listed for site
in Appendix A, and connect the antenna cable to A T-Link Unit using the N to RP-SMA adapter.
If using an Omni “Rubber Duckie” antenna: Screw the Omni antenna into the A T-Link Unit and
position A T-link in the location indicated for site in Appendix A.
Once the antenna is connected to the A T-Link unit, power it on.
STEP 5: Fine tune A and Z unit antenna positions
Use the procedure outlined in STEP 3 to test signal strength between the A and Z T-Link units, and to
fine-tune antenna positions. Note that since the Z T-Link antenna is already optimally positioned for Z
to B communications, you should only move the A unit antenna. If you need to move the Z unit
antenna, you will need to repeat step 3 and recheck signal strength between the Z and B units.

Running the Cable and Other Connectivity Options
In an ideal world, the wireless system would eliminate the need to run any cable at all. However, since
the position of the T-Link units is determined by the best place for its antenna, cable may be needed for
the start line or finish line sensors, or for the Timing Computer. Site specific cabling requirements are
provided in Appendix A.
STEP 1: Start and Finish Line Cables
If the distance from the A T-Link Unit to the start line exceeds 100 feet, a cable must be run from the
A T-Link antenna location to the start line. Likewise, if the distance from the B T-Link Unit to the finish
line exceeds 100 feet, a cable must be run from the B T-Link antenna location to the finish line.
If the cable needs to cross a road, the cable is normally run overhead using rope to haul the line up
into a tree or other tall post near the edge of each side of the road. To protect the cable from being
damaged by the rope, we have small pulleys that can be suspended from the rope and used to
cushion the cable.
STEP 2: Timing Computer Cable / Wireless Option
If the distance from Z T-Link Unit to the Timing Station exceeds 100 feet, a cable must be run from
the Z T-Link antenna location to the Timing Station. Note that we also have a wireless option for this
connection, and depending on site, it will be used to replace any or all of the cable.
If cable is needed, it should be run on the day before the event, crossing roads overhead as
described above for the Start and Finish line cables.
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Testing the Setup
To perform a complete system test, the easiest method is to install all of the components needed for the
connections, including timing sensors and T-Link units.
First test the Z T-Link to Timing PC connection. Once this connection has been verified, connect the A
and B T-Link units (and sensors), and verify that they are working properly.
Note that you only need to test the connections when long cable runs (or, in the case of the Z T-Link,
wireless 232 units) are used.
Z T-Link to Timing PC – To test, connect the Z T-Link unit to the Timing Computer, and use the AXWare
software to verify communications to the Z T-Link unit. Details on using the AXWare software can be
found in Appendix B.
A T-Link to Start Sensor – To test, connect the A T-Link unit to the start sensors, and use the AXWare
software to verify that start events are received when the start sensor is tripped. If you receive start
events every 5 seconds, there is a problem with the connection.
B T-Link to Finish Sensor – To test, connect the B T-Link unit to the finish sensors, and use the
AXWare software to verify that finish events are received when the finish sensor is tripped. If you receive
finish events every 5 seconds, there is a problem with the connection.

Cleaning Up
Once Pre-Event setup is complete, all components other than the antenna masts, antennas and cable are
disconnected and put away. This is done to prevent vandalism or theft, and also to allow recharging of
any components that were discharged while testing the setup.
All electronic units – T-Link units, wireless RS232 units, RS485 converts, etc -- as well as the other small
components such as adapters and short cables are removed. Recharge the T-Link units and wireless
RS232 unit battery packs (if applicable).
Hint - Sort out the components needed for the event and place them in the appropriate rain box. For
example, place all cables and other components needed to connect the Z T-Link unit to the timing PC in
the Z Unit’s rain box, all components for the finish line in the B Unit’s rain box, and all components for the
start line in the A Unit’s rain box. If the Z Unit is remote from the timing station, also prepare the “PC
Side” container with cables and components needed at the timing computer. Preparation will make event
day set up much easier.
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Appendix A: Site Specific Installation Requirements
Duryea
Summary
For the Duryea PHA Hillclimb course, the start and finish lines are on opposite sides of the mountain from
each other. However, we have excellent line of site from the parking lot near the old Pagoda start line
(turn 2) and the finish line.
For this event, we located the B T-Link antenna on at the overlook before the finish line, the Z T-Link
antenna in the grassy area across from the old Parks building (at turn 2), and the A T-Link antenna near
the Z T-Link unit. Because the antennas are not within 50 feet of the start and finish lines, we also need
to run cable for this event for all 3 T-Link units.
Antenna Setup Detail
B T-Link

Z T-Link

A T-Link

Antenna Type

Yagi – Use 14dBi antenna belonging to BMR

Location

At overlook before finish line.
Stakes in road about 19’ from guardrail posts

Height

35’

Direction

Minimum angle down, aimed at 230° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Yagi – Use 14dBi antenna belonging to BMR

Location

Near old pagoda start line, in grassy area to north of vendor / pit
parking area
NOTE: base is approx. 17.5’ from road, 7.2’ from lot

Height

45’

Direction

minimum angle up, and aimed at 48° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

Inside guy lines for Z Antenna
Previously, placed between turn 1 and 2 and used 9 dB Yagi, but
signal strength was poor

Height

Place T-Link Unit on ground

Direction

N/A

Cable Runs
B T-Link to Finish
Sensor

Needed. Need to run approx 1000’ cable from the overlook to the finish line.
Use 1000’ cable on hose reel.

A T-Link to Start Sensor

Needed. Need to run approx 1000’ cable to the start line (use 3 300’
sections on orange power cord reels with grey connector boxes).

Z T-Link to Timing
Station

Needed. Need to run 1000’ of cable from to the start line – use 1000’ cable
on hose reel. Also use wireless RS232 units across road at start line (to
avoid cable crossing at start line).
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Signal Strength at Previous Events
2011: Signal strength for B – Z T-Link was 80-100%, mainly 90% or better. . A – Z T-Link strength was
70-100%. Had no issues except when Z T-Link antenna mast collapsed one section, causing brief loss of
signal.
2010: Signal strength was 80-100%, good enough to time the entire event. We had no timing issues or
loss of signal until the B T-Link antenna was blow off course by 45 degrees during a storm on Sunday.
Better mast support and guying of the mast would have prevented this problem. The rain itself was not a
problem.
A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Duryea, since the A and B T-Link units are more than 50 feet from the start and finish lines, a long
Cat5e cable is needed to connect the T-Link units to the timing sensors. If one continuous length of cable
is not available, use the grey “Inline Coupler Boxes” to connect 2 cables
See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling Options, Long Distance Connection for details.

Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling
For Duryea, a long Cat5e cable is needed to connect the Z T-Link unit to the computer. In order to
handle the longer cable lengths, we need to convert the RS-232 signal to RS-422 using RS422 adapters.
We also use the wireless RS232 units at the start line to avoid crossing the road to the Timing Station.
See Appendix D, Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling Options, Connection using Wireless RS232 and
RS422 for details.
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Map and Photos

Figure 1: Duryea Course Map and Wireless Component Locations
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Figure 2: Duryea Z T-Link Antenna Mast Base Position

Figure 3: : Duryea Z T-Link Antenna Mast Direction
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Figure 4: Duryea B T-Link Antenna Mast Base Position

Figure 5: Duryea B T-Link Antenna Mast Base Location
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Figure 6: Duryea B T-Link Antenna Mast Base Mounting Diagram 1
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Figure 7: Duryea B T-Link Antenna Mast Base Diagram 2
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Giants Despair
Summary
For the Giants Despair Hillclimb course, the start and finish lines are on within direct line of site from each
other, making this event the easiest of the PHA hillclimb events as far as wireless timing goes.
We placed the B T-Link antenna at the finish line. We placed the Z T-Link antenna in the “timing clearing,
in the corner across from the timing station, and furthest from the trees toward the finish line. We used
the RS232 wireless units for Z T-Link to PC communication. The A T-Link antenna was elevated to 16
feet, and placed near the start line.
Antenna Setup Detail
B T-Link

Z T-Link

A T-Link

Antenna Type

Yagi

Location

2014: Permanent Pole at finish line
Previously, put up antenna mast in same location

Height

32 feet

Direction

minimum angle down, at 305° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Yagi

Location

2013: Permanent Pole at start line/timing area
Previously, put up antenna mast in same location

Height

33 feet

Direction

minimum angle up, at 25° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

Against guardrail post at start line, using window washer extension pole
extended as high as possible

Height

10 feet

Direction

NA

Cable Runs
B T-Link to Finish
Sensor

None Needed. The B T-Link unit is positioned within 50 feet of finish, and a
short extender cable is run on the day of the event.

Z T-Link to Timing
Station

None Needed. Use wireless RS232 transmitters for this connection.

A T-Link to Start Sensor

None Needed. The A T-Link unit is positioned within 25 feet of start line

Signal Strength at Previous Events
2011: Signal strength for B T-Link unit was 70-100%, mainly pegged on 100%. Signal strength for A Link
unit was 90-100%.
2010: Signal strength for both A and B T-Link units was 100%, occasionally dipping to 90%, good
enough to time the entire event.
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A T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Giants, since the A T-Link unit is within 25 feet of the start line, all that is needed to connect it to the
sensor is the Race America Sensor cable. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling Options,
Basic Connection for details.
B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Giants, the B T-Link unit is within 25 feet of the finish line, all that is needed to connect it to the sensor
is the Race America Sensor cable. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling Options, Basic
Connection for details.
Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling
For Giants, if we can place the antenna on the same side of the road as the timing station, all we need is
to extend the standard Race America T-Link to PC cable. See Appendix D, Z T-Link to Timing Computer
Cabling Options, Basic Connection using one 300’ Cat 5e Cable for details.
If we have to place the antenna on the opposite side of the road as the timing station, or simply don’t feel
like running the cable, we need to use the wireless 232 units. See Appendix D, Z T-Link to Timing
Computer Cabling Options, Connection using Wireless RS232 and RS422 for details.
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Map and Photos

Figure 8: Giants Course Map and Wireless Component Locations
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Figure 9: Giants Z-Unit Antenna Location (2011)

Figure 10: Giants Despair Z T-Link Antenna Mast Direction (2011)
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Figure 11: Giants Despair B T-Link Antenna Mast Base Position (2011)

Figure 12: Giants Despair B T-Link Antenna Mast Direction (2011)
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Figure 13: Giants Despair A T-Link Antenna Mast Position (2011)
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Jefferson Circuit, Summit Point
NOTE: At Jefferson, the wireless hardware installation is very straight forward – place the A T-Link unit
near the Start/Finish line, and the Z-T-Link unit near the timing station. However, the AXWare software
for single timer mode (start and finish sensor are the same) does not work well for our application, where
we are continuously inserting cars. More research is necessary to determine if the AXWare software can
be modified to accommodate our needs, or if other action should be taken.
Antenna Positions
B T-Link

Z T-Link

A T-Link

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

Near start / finish line

Height

No elevation necessary, omni antenna attached to A T-Link unit, no
extender cable necessary

Direction

N/A

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

At timing station

Height

No elevation necessary, omni antenna attached to A T-Link unit, no
extender cable necessary

Direction

N/A

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

Near start / finish line

Height

No elevation necessary, omni antenna attached to A T-Link unit, no
extender cable necessary

Direction

N/A

Cable Runs
B T-Link to Finish
Sensor

None Needed. The B T-Link unit is located within 25 feet of the start/finish
line

A T-Link to Start Sensor

None Needed. The B T-Link unit is located within 25 feet of the timing station

Z T-Link to Timing
Station

None Needed. The A T-Link unit is located within 25 feet of the start/finish
line

Signal Strength at Previous Events
2010: Signal strength was 100%. However, software issues prevent us from using AXWare to time
Jefferson, and until these are resolved, the wireless timing system cannot be used to time the Jefferson
Track Trials events.
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Pagoda
Summary
For the Pagoda PHA Hillclimb course, the start and finish lines are on opposite sides of the mountain
from each other. If the antennas were placed at the start and finish lines, we would need significant
elevation (over 100 feet) to clear the ridge and have a strong enough signal for successful timing
communication.
To work around the terrain of this event, we located the B T-Link antenna on the flagpole hill next to the
Pagoda, the Z T-Link antenna in the grassy area across from the old Parks building (at turn 2), and the A
T-Link antenna between turn 2 and turn 1 (near the 25 MPH speed limit sign). Because the antennas are
not near the start and finish lines, we also need to run cable for this event for all 3 T-Link units.
Antenna Setup Detail
B T-Link

Z T-Link

A T-Link

Antenna Type

Yagi – Use 14dBi antenna belonging to BMR

Location

On Pagoda Flagpole hill, to right (facing finish line) of flag pole.

Height

Mast raised to 49 feet (upper sections at 2 ft, rest at 1 ft)

Direction

angled downwards at minimum angle, aimed at 295° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Yagi – Use 14dBi antenna belonging to BMR

Location

Near old pagoda start line, in grassy area to north of vendor / pit
parking area
NOTE: base is approx. 17.5’ from road, 7.2’ from lot

Height

Mast raised to 48 feet (upper 2 sections at 2 ft, rest at 1 ft)

Direction

angled upwards at minimum angle, and aimed at 115° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Yagi (9 dB / smaller)

Location

At 25 MPH sign between turn 1 and turn 2

Height

Approx 16 feet using extender pole

Direction

Point at Parks Building

Cable Runs
B T-Link to Finish
Sensor

Needed. Need to run approx 1000’ cable down to the finish line, crossing
the road overhead at least once at the hill behind the Pagoda. Use 1000’
cable on hose reel.

A T-Link to Start Sensor

Needed. Need to run 300‘ of cable from down to the start line from 25 MPH
sign between turn 1 & 2. Use 300’ cable on orange electrical cord reel.

Z T-Link to Timing
Station

Needed. Need to run 1000’ of cable from to the start line – use 1000’ cable
on hose reel. Also use wireless RS232 units across road at start line (to
avoid cable crossing at start line).
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Signal Strength at Previous Events
2011 Test: B-Z Signal strength averaged from 30-90%, generally staying above 50%, but sometimes
dipping as low as 10%. A-Z strength generally stayed above 50%. One missed finished signal.
2010: With the old Pagoda course and antenna setup, A T-Link signal strength was typically 90%, range
was 80-100%. B T-Link signal strength was typically 50-80%, range was 30-100%.
A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Pagoda, since the A and B T-Link units are more than 50 feet from the start and finish lines, a long
Cat5e cable is needed to connect the T-Link units to the timing sensors. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link
to Sensor Cabling Options, Long Distance Connection for details.

Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling
For Pagoda, a long Cat5e cable is needed to connect the Z T-Link unit to the computer. In order to
handle the longer cable lengths, we need to convert the RS-232 signal to RS-422 using RS422 adapters.
We also use the wireless RS232 units at the start line to avoid crossing the road to the Timing Station.
See Appendix D, Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling Options, Connection using Wireless RS232 and
RS422 for details.
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Map and Photos

Figure 14: Pagoda Course Map and Wireless Component Locations
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Figure 15: Pagoda Z T-Link Antenna Mast Base Position

Figure 16: : Pagoda Z T-Link Antenna Mast Direction
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Figure 17: Pagoda B T-Link Antenna Mast Base Position

Figure 18: Pagoda B T-Link Antenna Mast Direction
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Figure 19: Pagoda A Antenna Location View 1

Figure 20: Pagoda A Antenna Location View 2
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Polish Mountain
Summary
For the Polish Mountain Hillclimb course, there is good line of site between the start and finish lines. This
means that we are able to place the B T-Link antenna near the finish line, and the Z T-Link antenna near
the start line (and Timing station). Long cable runs are not needed for the Z T-Link antenna, but a 150’
cable run is needed at the finish for the B T-Link antenna.
Antenna Setup Detail
B T-Link

Z T-Link

A T-Link

Antenna Type

Yagi

Location

In clearing, down hill from finish line, on left side of the road (facing
finish line)

Height

35’

Direction

minimum angle down, aimed at 270° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Yagi

Location

Near first entrance to pit area (closest to timing station)

Height

33’

Direction

minimum angle up, and aimed at 100° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

At start line

Height

No elevation necessary, omni antenna attached to A T-Link unit, no
extender cable necessary

Direction

N/A

Cable Runs
B T-Link to Finish
Sensor

150’ needed. The B T-Link unit is slightly too far away from the finish line;
we used approximately half of a 300’ cable reel.

A T-Link to Start Sensor

None Needed. The A T-Link unit is at start line, less than 25 feet from finish
sensors

Z T-Link to Timing
Station

Under 50’ needed. Used long Cat 5E cable.

Signal Strength at Previous Events
2011: B-Z signal strength was 90-100%, with no significant dips in strength noticed. A-Z signal strength
was 100%, occasional drops to 90%
2010: B-Z Signal strength averaged from 30-90%, generally staying above 50%, but sometimes dipping
as low as 10% (B at finish line, 26 feet up on telephone pole, Z at start line in tree, 21 feet up). A-Z
strength generally stayed above 50% (A in same location as 2011). One missed finished signal.
A to Sensor Cabling
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For Polish Mountain, since the A T-Link unit is within 25 feet of the start line, all that is needed to connect
them to the sensor is the Race America Sensor cable. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
Options, Basic Connection for details.
B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Polish Mountain, the B T-Link unit is more than 50 feet from the finish line. Since the shortest cable
that will work is one of the 300’ cable reels, we need to use the “long distance” method, with special
“Sensor Cat5e Coupler” boxes on each end to reduce the 8 wires to 4. This effectively doubles up each
wire, which provides better signal quality for long distance sensor cable runs.
See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Senosr Cabling Options, Long Distance Connection for details.
Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling
For Polish Mountain, we connect the Z T-Link unit to the timing PC using an extended 50’ Cat 5E cable to
essentially extend the standard Race America T-Link to PC Cable..
Connect the 50’ Cat 5E cable to the Z T-Link unit. Connect the other end to the Race America T-Link to
PC cable using a white inline coupler box. Plug the DB9 end of the Race America cable into the
computer.

Cat5E cable
Z
T-Link

White Inline
Coupler

RA T-Link to
PC Cable

Timing
Computer

Figure 21: Basic Connection with a 50’ extension, Wiring Diagram
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Map and Photos

Figure 22: Polish Mountain Course Map and Wireless Component Locations
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Figure 23: Polish Mtn B T-Link Direction

Figure 24: Polish Mtn B T-Link Base
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Figure 25: Polish Mtn Z T-Link Direction

Figure 26: Polish Mtn Z T-Link Base
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Figure 27: Polish Mtn - Direction to Aim the Z T-Link Antenna (gap)
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Rose Valley
Summary
The wireless timing system went thru a quick test in November of 2014 (using temporary poles), and then
a more formal test in March 2015 using the full equipment setup. The November test achieved 80-100%
signal strength, but the finish line antenna was not located at the actual finish line. The March test
achieved 60-80% signal strength at the actual finish line. While this is good enough to time the event, we
believe we can improve signal strength by raising the antennas higher (we only went to 30-32 feet).
Another alternative is to place the finish line antenna near the end of the guard rail (Nov 2014 location),
and run a cable to the finish line (about 500 feet).
The information below is from the original evaluation, which will be left in this documentation until after
we’ve had satisfactory results timing one event.
Rose Valley has a mild sized hump in the direct LOS path between start and finish. The topo profile
estimates a 45’ antenna height at start and finish gets the signal above the hump. The bottom half of the
path to well beyond the hump is mostly clear of trees, and the hump area is relatively clear, which makes
the topo profile prediction by itself more trustworthy as the trees don’t appear to be a big factor. It may be
that only the finish antenna would need to be high. The peak of the problem of the hump, closest to start,
is 400 feet NNE of Turn 1, which is mostly bare of trees. One alternative to the direct start-finish link is
the Z box on the hump with the Omni antenna, with a wireless computer extension back to the start.
Given the lack of trees on the hump and the dip in the RF path beyond the hump, the intermediary Z box
antenna and RS-232 antenna would not need to be very high. There does not appear to be a need for a
wired extension on either the start or finish sensor. The total RF path distance is short.
It is likely a working configuration can be found for Rose Valley, given a fairly high antenna mount at the
finish, or access to the clearing near the hump and the wireless computer link extender. Some fiddling
with the setup will probably be needed.

Figure 28: Rose Valley LOS – 0.5 miles, 130 deg true
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Figure 29: Rose Valley
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Figure 30: Rose Valley – 45 ft antenna elevation for LOS Start-Finish path
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Figure 31: Rose Valley Google Earth
Antenna Setup Detail
B T-Link

Z T-Link

A T-Link

Antenna Type

Yagi

Location

Right after end of guard rail before finish line, on right bank (facing up
hill)

Height

Testing in fall 2014 with temp pole, no leaves at 21 feet – should go
higher
Testing in spring 2015with full equipment at actual finish line at approx
32 feet – need to go higher.

Direction

minimum angle down, aimed at 320° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Yagi

Location

At start line, right side of road (facing up hill)

Height

Testing in fall 2014 with temp pole, no leaves at 21 feet – should go
higher
Testing in spring 2015 with full equipment at approx 32 feet – need to
go higher.

Direction

minimum angle up, and aimed at 140° (magnetic)

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

At start line

Height

No elevation necessary, omni antenna attached to A T-Link unit, no
extender cable necessary

Direction

N/A
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Cable Runs
B T-Link to Finish
Sensor

None Needed. The B T-Link unit is at finish line, less than 25 feet from
finish sensors
NOTE: If place antenna at Nov 2014 testing location, will need a cable run
of approx 500 feet.

A T-Link to Start Sensor

None Needed. The A T-Link unit is at start line, less than 25 feet from finish
sensors

Z T-Link to Timing
Station

None Needed. The Z T-Link unit is at start line, less than 25 feet from
timing computer

Signal Strength at Previous Events
Fall 2014 Test: B-Z Signal strength averaged from 80-100%, occasionally dipping to 70%
Spring 2015 Test: B-Z Signal strength averaged from 60-80%, not dipping under 50%
A to Sensor Cabling
For Rose Valley, since the A T-Link unit is within 25 feet of the start line, all that is needed to connect
them to the sensor is the Race America Sensor cable. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
Options, Basic Connection for details. ????
B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Rose Valley, the B T-Link is within 25 feet of the start line, all that is needed to connect them to the
sensor is the Race America Sensor cable. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling Options,
Basic Connection for details. ???
Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling
For Rose Valley, we connect the Z T-Link unit to the timing PC using the standard Race America PC
cable. ?????
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Map and Photos

Figure 32: Rose Valley Elevation Profile, Start Line to Guard Rail before Finish Line

Figure 33: Rose Valley Elevation Profile, Start Line to Actual Finish Line

Figure 34: Rose Valley Course Map and Wireless Component Locations
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Figure 35: Rose Valley Start Line – Z T-Link Antenna loc possibility 1

Figure 36: Rose Valley Start Line – Z T-Link Antenna loc possibility 2
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Figure 37: Rose Valley Finish Line near guard rail – B T-Link Antenna

Figure 38: Rose Valley Finish Line – B T-Link Antenna
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Shenandoah Circuit, Summit Point
B T-Link

Z T-Link

A T-Link

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

Near start / finish line

Height

Put Omni antenna on short pole near finish line

Direction

N/A

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

At timing station

Height

Put Omni antenna on short pole near timing station

Direction

N/A

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

Near start / finish line

Height

No elevation necessary, omni antenna attached to A T-Link unit, no
extender cable necessary

Direction

N/A

Cable Runs
B T-Link to Finish
Sensor

None Needed. The B T-Link unit is located within 25 feet of the start/finish
line

A T-Link to Start Sensor

None Needed. The B T-Link unit is located within 25 feet of the timing station

Z T-Link to Timing
Station

None Needed. The A T-Link unit is located within 25 feet of the start/finish
line

Signal Strength at Previous Events
? 90-100% for both A and B
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A T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Shenandoah, since the A T-Link unit is within 25 feet of the start line, all that is needed to connect
them to the sensor is the Race America Sensor cable. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
Options, Basic Connection for details.
B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Shenandoa, since the B T-Link unit is within 25 feet of the finish line, all that is needed to connect
them to the sensor is the Race America Sensor cable. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
Options, Basic Connection for details.

Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling
For Shenandoah, all we need is the standard Race America T-Link to PC cable. See Appendix D, Z
Link to Timing Computer Cabling Options, Basic Connection

T-

NOTE 8/20/20:
At previous events, we ran a 300-foot cable from the B unit to the finish line so that the B unit was line of
sight with the start line. I am recommending we try putting the B unit at the finish line with an elevated
antenna using one of the collapsible poles. Also elevate the Z unit’s antenna using the other pole. 10
feet or so should do it (just need to get antenna high enough to clear the ground between the finish and
the timing station).
If this does not work, here is what we did originally for the B T-Link to Sensor connection:
B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Shenandoah, if the B T-Link is placed in line of sight of the timing station, it will be more than 50 feet
from the finish line. Since the shortest cable that will work is one of the 300’ cable reels, we need to use
the “long distance” method, with special “Sensor Cat5e Coupler” boxes on each end to reduce the 8 wires
to 4. This effectively doubles up each wire, which provides better signal quality for long distance sensor
cable runs.
See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Senosr Cabling Options, Long Distance Connection for details.
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Weatherly
Summary
For the Weatherly PHA Hillclimb course, the start line is in a “bowl”, and significant elevation is needed to
communicate with the finish line from the start line (ex: we did not have success at 75 feet). So, the ideal
location for Z T-Link antenna is located at the intersection of Evergreen Ave and North Street.
Communication between the Z T-Link and Timing PC can be achieved at this location using wireless
RS232 units – no cable runs are necessary.
The B T-Link antenna is place at the finish line, and the A T-Link antenna is placed at the start line.
Neither unit is placed far enough away from the sensors to require a long cable run.
NOTE: Weatherly is currently working on a permanent setup. As of June 2012, a permanent pole was
placed at the finish line that is 40 feet above ground and has a 10 foot extension. A bracket will be
permanently installed on this pole to allow for the easy installation of the antenna and cable for each
event (no alignment should be necessary).
The start line pole is still in work – we attempted to use the sign at the start line, but did not have good
enough signal (signal strength was averaging below 50 percent with occasional drops to zero). We are
working on a different location for the fall 2012 event.
Antenna Setup Detail
B T-Link

Z T-Link

A T-Link

Antenna Type

Yagi

Location

At road right after finish line (finish worker station)

Height

2012: Permanent pole across from finish line that is 40 feet above
ground with a 10 foot extension.
2011: Mast raised to 43 feet (previously had success at 20 feet, with
note that more elevation would be better)
Note – would be better to move base further back towards gate so that
there is a better angle on the guy lines.

Direction

2012: 155° (magnetic), minimum vertical angle down
2011: 160° (magnetic), minimum vertical angle down

Antenna Type

Yagi

Location

At intersection of Evergreen Ave (course) and Pine Alley.
Previously, when putting up the masts, at intersection of Evergreen Ave
(the course) and North Street (where Joe lives), on south west corner.

Height

2012: Permanent pole on Evergreen & Pine Alley approx 50 feet
Mast raised to 43 feet (previously had success at 40 feet with note that
more elevation would be better)

Direction

335° (magnetic), no vertical angle

Antenna Type

Omni

Location

At start line

Height

No elevation necessary, omni antenna attached to A T-Link unit, no
extender cable necessary

Direction

N/A
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Cable Runs
B T-Link to Finish
Sensor

None Needed. The B T-Link unit is positioned a little farther away from the
finish line than 25 feet, but the Race America cable can be extended using a
Cat 5e cable and RJ45 inline coupler.
2012: Need 50 foot cat 5e cable and RJ45 inline coupler to use with new
pole

A T-Link to Start Sensor

None Needed. The A T-Link unit is positioned within 25 feet of the start line,
and no additional cable runs are necessary.

Z T-Link to Timing
Station

None Needed. We use wireless RS232 transmitters between the Z T-Link
and the Timing Station. The antennas for these units need to be elevated as
follows (using the RPSMA to RPSMA antenna cables):
Z T-Link end: On same pole as Z T-Link to B T-Link Antenna. Previously,
raised as high as can be reached from a step ladder, and attached to the Z
T-Link antenna mast
Timing Station end: raised above ground level by hanging it from the Timing
Station EZ Up frame.

Signal Strength at Previous Events
Fall Weatherly 2012: First event with permanent pole for start and finish. Start signal strength 80-100%.
Spring Weatherly 2012: First event with permanent pole. Start signal strength 100% most of the time.
When using start line as location for Z TLink antenna, finish signal strength 20-60% with occasional drops
to 0%. When using temporary masts and normal location at Evergreen and North street, finish signal
strength 80-100%.
Fall Weatherly 2011: Comparable to Spring 2011, no incidents.
Spring Weatherly 2011: First event with new masts. Start signal strength 100% most of the time, 90%
occasionally, very occasional brief drops to ~30%. Finish signal strength 80-100%. Occasional drops to
40-60%, but generally sits at 100%.
Fall Weatherly 2010: Better antenna positioning and elevation gave us signal strength of 60-100%. The
wireless system ran in parallel with the wired system for the entire event, and the signal strength
remained consistent enough that we could have used the system to time the event.
Spring Weatherly 2010: Signal strength was not good enough to time the event, especially during and
after a rain storm. The antennas were not positioned well and were not elevated high enough
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A T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Weatherly, since the A T-Link unit is within 25 feet of the start line, all that is needed to connect them
to the sensor is the Race America Sensor cable. See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
Options, Basic Connection for details.
B T-Link to Sensor Cabling
For Weatherly, since the B T-Link unit is within 100 feet of the finish line, all that is needed to connect
them to the sensor is the Race America Sensor cable, plus a longer Cat5e cable and an inline coupler.
See Appendix D, A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling Options, Basic Connection for details.
Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling
For Weatherly, wireless RS232 units are used to connect the Z T-Link unit to the computer. See
Appendix D, Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling Options, Connection using Wireless RS232 and
RS422 for details.
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Map and Photos

Figure 39: Weatherly Course Map and Wireless Component Locations
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Figure 40: Weatherly Z TLink Antenna Mast

Figure 41: Weatherly Z TLink Mast Base and Guy Lines
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Figure 42: 2011 Weatherly B TLink Antenna Mast

Figure 43: 2011 Weatherly B TLink Mast Base and Guy Lines
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Appendix B: Using AXWare to Monitor Signal Strength
1. Connect the Z T-Link unit to a Timing Computer using the blue 25 foot Timing cable
2. Power on the Timing PC, and start the AXWare application by double clicking on the AXWare icon

3. Click on the Open Event option

4. Navigate to the Test Setup folder (TBD), and select the correct Test Event Setup file. For all events
except Jefferson, select the “Test Setup 2011.ecf” file. For Jefferson, select the “Test Setup Single
Timer.ecf” file.
5. Activate timing by Click on the Activate Timers icon

NOTE: If you are checking signal strength between the Z T-Link Unit and the A T-Link Unit, and no
Timing Sensors are installed, you will see start timer trips about every 5 seconds.
6. The icon will change to a car with a checkered flag to indicate that the timers are running, and the
Wireless Signal Strength window is displayed:
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7. Look at the signal strength for the unit you are testing. In the picture above, the A T-Link unit is at
100%, and the B T-Link unit is at 0 %.
Signal strength is optimally at 100% at all times, although this is not always possible. See the site
specific installation details for the signal strength achieved at previous events.
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Appendix C: Raising the Yagi Antenna Masts
IMPORTANT: The 50’ antenna cables used with the Yagi antennas are low loss cables that were
selected to maximize signal strength. However, they are very stiff and can be easily damaged. Care
must be taken when unrolling them and rolling them back up – do not twist them, and unroll by rotating
the cable to take the “kink” out.
STEP 1: Position and secure the mast base.
The mast base is an aluminum tripod that can be fold up completely for storage (see Figure 44). To
install the mast base, open it all the way up and place it in the appropriate location (see Figure 45). You
will probably need to put shims under one or more the feet so that the center is level (and the mast will sit
at a right angle to the ground).
Secure each mast leg with one of the red 12” (or 24” if using a lot of shims) stakes (see Figure 46).

Figure 45: Installed Mast Base

Figure 44: Collapsed Tripod Base

Figure 46: Mast Base Leg with Stake
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STEP 2: Place the small guy ring on the top section of the mast, then install antenna on mast. Set the
vertical angle of antenna as indicated for site. Connect the 50’ cable to the pigtail cable at the back of the
antenna and carefully unroll it. Tape up the connector starting at the top from the rubber boot to
waterproof it. Tape the antenna cable to the mast just below the connector to act as a strain relief.

Figure 47: Install Antenna on Mast
STEP 3: Leaving the mast collapsed, place it in the base and tighten the base clamps.

Figure 48: Place Collapsed Mast in Base
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STEP 4: Tie two sets of guy lines to the appropriate guy rings, generally the 2nd or 3rd ring from the
bottom and the top ring. Three guy lines are enough for most applications, although we use 4 for the
Reading events. Use the black 3/16” Dacron rope for all guy rings except for the topmost guy ring. Use
the white Dacron rope for the top guy ring.
STEP 5: Standing on a step ladder next to the mast (an 8’ step ladder is preferred over a 6’ one), raise
each section of the mast as follows:
Place the clamp in the up position, raise the section to the desired height, and place the clamp in the
down position to secure it. Tug on the section to make sure it cannot collapse. If it does move, use a
screw driver to tighten the screw holding the clamp in place, noting that these are reverse thread screws.
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN.
Once the section is raised, tape the antenna cable to the mast at the bottom of the section to keep the
cable in place.
There are 2 markings at the bottom of each section – blue for the 2 foot overlap and black for the 1 foot
overlap. While raising the mast, each section should be extended no higher than the 1 foot overlap
marking on the mast. If you do not need the full 50’ of the mast, leave a larger overlap for the top
sections -- 2 feet or more.
IMPORTANT: You will need helpers to maintain tension the guy lines as the mast is being raised

Figure 49: Raising the Mast
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STEP 6: Using the silver stakes, secure the guy lines to the stakes so that the line is at a 90 degree
angle to the stake (see Figure 50). Use the guy tension blocks (see Figure 51) to tighten the lines.

Figure 51: Guy Tension Blocks
Figure 50: Guy Line
STEP 7: Once the mast is raised, rotate it until the horizontal angle of antenna is approximately as
specified by the defined compass course for site

Figure 52: Rotating the Mast for Antenna Course
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The Antenna Mast Installation is complete!

Figure 53: Antenna Mast Installed
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Appendix D: Wiring
Custom Cables
Waterproof Connectors and Coupler Boxes
•

Cat 5e cables have Conec 17-10001 connectors (with Tyco 1828740-1 covers).

•

Gray “RJ45 Inline Coupler” boxes have Conec 17-10019 jacks on both sides (with Conec 17-10002
covers). These boxes are wired RJ45 straight thru. (Box enclosure is Bud Industries PN-1331-DG).

•

Gray “Sensor Cat5e Coupler” boxes have Conec 17-10019 jack on one side (with Conec 17-10002
cover), and Assman RJ45KU-R jack on the other side (with A-WP-COVER2-R connector). Box is
same Bud Industries box as above (PN-1331-DBG. These boxes covert 8 wires to 4 wires as follows:
RJ45
(Conec)

RJ45
(Assman)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cables
•

The “To Sensor or To RA Sensor Cable” cable has an Assman RJ45 connector on one end (ARJ45M-SR-R), and an RJ11 connector on the other end, pinout as follows:
RJ45
(Assman)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RJ11

NC

1
2
3
4
5
6

NC

•

The “RJ11 straight thru” cable has a Conec RJ45 connector (17-10001) on one end, and an RJ11
connector on the other end, with the same pinout as the “To Sensor or To RA Sensor Cable” cable
(except the Assman connector is a Conec connector).

•

The “RJ11 crossover” cable has a Conec RJ45 connector (17-10001) on one end, and an RJ11
connector on the other end, pinout as follows:
RJ45
(Assman)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RJ11

NC

6
5
4
3
2
1

NC
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A or B T-Link to Sensor Cabling Options
The Timing sensors are connected to the A and B T-Link units using the black sensor cable. This cable
has an 8-pin RJ45 connector on one end (to plug into the T-Link unit), and a 6-pin RJ11 connector on the
other end (to plug into the Sensor unit).
The spare cables utilize a phone box type unit with a cable on one side and a jack on the other. If you
are using one of the spares, connect the cable to the sensor unit, and connect the T-Link unit to the
phone box jack using a Cat-5e cable.
Race America Sensor Cable Pinout

RJ45
(TLink)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RJ11
(Sensor)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Basic Connection
If the A or B T-Link unit can be located within 25 feet of the sensors, then all that is needed is the Race
America Sensor cable (see above). Plug the RJ-45 end of this cable into the T-Link Unit, and the RJ11
end into the Sensor.

A or B
T-Link

RA Sensor Cable
RJ45

Sensor

Start or Finish
line

Emitter

RJ11

Figure 54: Basic Connection Wiring Diagram
To extend this connection up to 50 additional feet – the cable can be extended using a Cat 5E cable and
a white RJ45 inline coupler to connect the Cat 5E cable to the Race America cable.

RJ45
Inline
Coupler
A or B
Cat5e cable
RJ45
T-Link RJ45

RA Sensor Cable
RJ45
RJ1
1

Start or Finish
line
Sensor

Emitter

Figure 55: Basic Connection extended 50 feet, Wiring Diagram
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Long Distance Connection
If the A or B T-Link unit is more than 50 feet or so from the sensor, then a long Cat5e is used, with special
“Sensor Cat5e Coupler” boxes on each end to reduce the 8 wires to 4. This effectively doubles up each
wire, which provides better signal quality for long distance sensor cable runs.
Note that the “Sensor Cat5e Coupler” boxes can be distinguished from the regular in-line coupler boxes,
because one connector the standard Conec RJ45 connector (to match the connector on the Cat5e cable),
but the other is an Assman RJ45 connector.
To use a long Cat 5e cable, you will need the Race America Sensor Cable, a white RJ45 Inline Coupler, 2
“To Sensor OR to RA Sensor Cable” cables (Assman RJ45 connector one end, RJ11 on other end,
straight thru), 2 “Sensor Cat 5e Coupler” boxes and Cat 5e cable for the necessary distance.

A or B
T-Link

RA Sensor Cable

To Sensor OR
To RA Sensor Cable

RJ45
Inline
Coupler

Cat 5e Cable

To Sensor OR
To RA Sensor Cable
Sensor

Start or Finish
line

Emitter

Grey Sensor Cat 5e Grey Sensor Cat 5e
Coupler Box
Coupler Box

Figure 56: Sensor Long Distance Connection Wiring Diagram
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Z T-Link to Timing Computer Cabling Options
The Z T-Link Unit can be connected to the Timing Computer in several different ways. The method to
use depends on how far away the Z T-Link unit is from the Timing Computer, and, for long distances,
whether there is a clear line of site.
If the Z T-Link unit is positioned within 25 feet of the Timing Computer, the Basic Connection method can
be used to directly connect the Z unit to the PC using the Race America cable. For shorter distances up
to 300 feet, the Basic Connection method can be used with the addition of an extension cable.
For long distances, either the RS422 or Wireless RS232 method is necessary. The Wireless RS232
method is preferred when possible, since it means that no additional cable needs to be run. However,
this method may not be possible when there is not a clear line of site between the Z T-Link Unit and the
Timing Computer. In the later case, the RS422 method (or combination Wireless RS233 and RS422
method) must be used.
Race America Z T-Link to PC Cable Pinout
The Race America supplied cable to connect the Z T-Link unit to the Timing
Computer has an RJ45 connector at one end (to connect to the T-Link unit), and a
DB9F connector on the other end (to connect to the Timing Computer). The Race
America supplied cable is blue, and so is the PHA made spare.
RJ45
(TLink)

DB9F
(PC)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Basic Connection
If the Z T-Link unit can be located within 25 feet of the Timing Computer, then all that is needed is the
Race America Z T-Link to PC Cable (see above). Plug the RJ-45 end of this cable into the T-Link Unit,
and the DB-9 end into the PC.

Z
T-Link

RA T-Link to PC
Cable
RJ45
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Basic Connection using one 300 foot Cat 5E Cable
If the Z T-Link unit is more than 25 feet away from the timing computer, but less than 300
feet, the Race America T-Link to PC cable can simply be extended. For additional distances
less than 50 feet, use a white in-line coupler top connect the RJ45 end of the Race America
cable to a Cat 5e cable as shown to the right.
For distances longer than 50 feet, you will need to use one of the 300 foot cables Cat 5E
(stored on orange cable reels). Parts needed include: one 300 foot Cat 5E cable, 2 grey
inline coupler boxes, 2 Waterproof RJ45 to regular RJ45 cables and one white inline
coupler.

Figure 57: Basic Connection with one 300' Cable Components

Cat5E cable
Z
T-Link

White Inline
Coupler

RA T-Link to
PC Cable

Timing
Computer

Figure 58: Basic Connection, one 300' Cable, Wiring Diagram
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Connection using RS422 (long cable to 4000 feet)
If the Z T-Link unit is more than 300 feet away from the timing computer, and there is not a
direct line of site between the Z T-Link unit and the computer, then we will need to run a
long cable from the T-Link unit to the computer. In order to handle the longer cable
lengths, we need to convert the RS-232 signal to RS-422 using the RS422 adapters shown
at right.
Note on power source: these units require a 9V power source, which can be supplied via a 9V battery,
or using the AC Transformer (if AC power is available). The 9V batteries can generally last for the entire
day of an event, but a new battery should be used each day. You may also need to switch the 9V battery
out mid day, depending on how long the event has run.
To use the RS422 connection method, you will need the following equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 RS422 converters and power sources
1 Race America T-Link to Timing PC cable
1 DB9M / DB25M adapter
2 Grey Inline Coupler Boxes
1 RJ11 Straight Through cable
1 RJ11 Crossover cable
1 DB9F / DB25M short cable
Cat 5E cable to 4000 feet (if using multiple cable reels, one Grey Inline Coupler box to connect
each set of cables).

Figure 59: RS422 Components, Timing PC Side
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Figure 60: RS422 Components, Z T-Link side

Figure 61: RS422 Connection, Wiring Diagram
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Connection using Wireless RS232
If the Z T-Link unit is more than 300 feet away from the timing computer, and is not a
direct line of site between the Z T-Link unit and the computer, we can use the
wireless RS232 units instead of running a long cable (and using RS422). One of the
Wireless 232 units is pictured at the right (with USB power pack).
Note on power source: these units require a USB power source, which can be
supplied via a USB power pack, or using the AC Transformer (if AC power is
available). The USB power pack should last the entire event. Note that the main power packs are
rechargeable and the spare power packs take 4 AA batteries.
To use the wireless RS233 method, you will need the following equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

1 Race America T-Link to PC cable,
2 SNAP Wireless RS232 Units and power supplies (AC or USB power pack)
1 DB9M / DB9F cable
1 DB9M / DB9F null modem adapter
1 DB9M / DB9M gender changer

Once the Wireless 232 units are connected as shown in the diagrams below, and powered on, initiate
communication between the units as follows:
•
•
•

On the PC side, press and hold the MODE button on the Wireless RS232 unit for 5 seconds.
LED A will flash red
On the Z T-Link side, press and hold the MODE button down for 5 seconds.
The units will be paired, and LED A will show a solid green on both units (a solid amber indicates
a weak connection).

Figure 62: Wireless RS232 Components, Timing PC Side
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Figure 63: Wireless RS232 Components, Z T-Link Side

Figure 64: Wireless RS232 Wiring Diagram
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Connection using Wireless RS232 and RS422
In some cases, a long cable run is needed to connect the Z T-Link unit to the Timing Computer, but
wireless RS232 is also used at some point in the run (to avoid running the cable across the road or to
reduce the amount of cable run.
Note on power source: the RS422 units require a 9V power source, which can be supplied via a 9V
battery, or using the AC Transformer (if AC power is available). The 9V batteries can generally last
for the entire day of an event, but a new battery should be used each day. You may also need to
switch the 9V battery out mid day, depending on how long the event has run.
The wireless RS232 units require a USB power source, which can be supplied via a USB power pack,
or using the AC Transformer (if AC power is available). The USB power pack should last the entire
event. Note that the main power packs are rechargeable and the spare power packs take 4 AA
batteries.
To use connect the Z T-Link to the Timing Computer, you will need the following equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 RS422 converters and power sources
1 Race America T-Link to Timing PC cable
1 DB9M / DB25M adapter
2 Grey Inline Coupler Boxes
1 RJ11 Straight Through cable
1 RJ11 Crossover cable
1 DB9F / DB25M short cable
Cat 5E cable to 4000 feet (if using multiple cable reels, one Grey Inline Coupler box to connect
each set of cables).
2 wireless RS232 units and power sources
1 DB9M / DB9F null model adapter
1 DB9M / DB9M gender changer
1 DB9M / DB9F cable

Figure 65: RS422 and Wirless RS232 Connection, Wiring Diagram
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